The Story so far…
The last Metabaron, No-Name, — the universe’s
greatest warrior — has returned after single-handedly
having brought the Techno-Techno Empire to its
knees. But in the ensuing chaos, a new regime within
the Techno-Techno civilization, led by the vicious
Technopriest, has risen by seizing control of the
galaxy’s most precious fuel, Epyphite. When they
learn that the Metabaron, their fiercest enemy, is
back and headed towards his home planet of
Marmola, the only known source of Epyphite, the
Empire dispatches its most trusted servants to kill
him. As the Metabaron contends with these deadly
foes, he also discovers that the Epyphite is more
than just a substance, it may very well be the key to
the future of the universe. As the Metabaron, faced
with potential extinction, further questions his clan’s
deep-seated principles and history, he sets out to
experience everything he has denied himself for so
long, including that most human of all emotions: love.
As the conflict with the Technos escalates and the
end of the universe nears, the Metabaron discovers
a possible solution, a portal to another universe…
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The planet Algoma is known for its tremendous
reserves of Epyphite by all those who possess the
means to travel through parallel universes.

Which is why so
many people try
to find it…

…But very few
succeed.

Having escaped his own dying universe,
my revered Master, the Metabaron, had
wound up there, emerging injured, dazed…

…and
naked.
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My Master had lost everything…
…Or almost
everything…

if Othon, his great-grandfather had not preceded
him, the Metabaron might have been the first living
being from his universe to arrive on Algoma…

…He was in any case
the first to arrive
there and throw up.

Algoma… I’m
on Algoma…
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His only hope of salvation was locked in a
green nano-sphere containing the numerical
data of the MetaBunker and…me, Tonto!

The rocks,
the plants…

The Epyphite has
permeated everything…

Everything
floats…

Looks like I’m
not alone in this
place…
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Whoever you
are, fear not, I…
I came in peace…

Conflict…
Always conflict…

Unless…

in my robotic memory — and I was indeed
no more than a memory myself, now — I had
never seen a Metabaron flee from a fight…

I surrender…
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But then I never thought it
possible my consciousness could
have survived — and awoken — within
this sphere…

nor did I think
it possible my master
would ever bend his neck
to an opponent!

Without a doubt, a side effect
of our bath in the Epyphite.

Escaping his own universe that
was dying because of the almost
complete disappearance of the white oil,
the Metabaron was searching for a way
out, a portal to another paradigm…

it proved to be somewhere
at the bottom of one of the
Epyphite lakes on Marmola.

As the chosen one, he
had the ability to travel
within the precious liquid…

Approaching the ship stranded
in the depths, a hand pulled the
Metabaron into the cockpit.
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